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This datasheet is issued without guarantee according to the correctness of the containing information, product and service descriptions. The data 
has been carefully checked, Raytronics AG is not liable for any loss or damage resulting from errors or omission in hereby contained information. 

 

ROUNDIT 2000 ST, self-wrapping sleeve with no need of additional taping 
 
ROUNDIT® 2000 ST is a self-closing oversleeve designed to 
provide mechanical protection. ROUNDIT 2000 ST is made out 
of a woven substrate of monofilament and multifilament 
polyester yarns equipped with an adhesive tape. This unique 
design gives the adhesive tape the double advantage of 
holding the sleeve in place on the application and being a 
secure closing system.  
 
ROUNDIT 2000 ST is a system which offers a high level of 
component protection and eliminates the need of additional 
taping. It is both flexible and lightweight. ROUNDIT 2000 ST 
fits tightly on wire harnesses, saving space, without reducing 
the flexibility of the wire bundles it protects. It also maintains a circular profile when flexed. Its self-wrapping design 
allows for quick and easy bundling of wire and cable assemblies. It easily allows for breakouts and can be installed 
over completed assemblies. 
 
 
 

Product facts of braided sleeve ROUNDIT 2000 ST 

 

- Self-wrapping 

- Excellent abrasion resistance 

- Integrated closure and locating system 

- Eliminates the need of additional taping 

- Easy to apply 

 

 

Property Test Method Result 

Operating Temperature  -70°C to +150°C (-94°F to +302°F) 

Heat Aging: 240hrs at +175°C ISO 6722 
Neither visible degradation nor loss 
of flexibility 

 
 
Dimensions in mm   

Part Number Diameter Packing unit 

 min.  max.   

Roundit 2000 ST 7-0 5 7 500 

Roundit 2000 ST 9-0 8 9 500 

Roundit 2000 ST 12-0 10 12 350 

Roundit 2000 ST 16-0 14 16 250 

Roundit 2000 ST 18-0 16 18 150 

Roundit 2000 ST 22-0 20 22 125 

Roundit 2000 ST 25-0 23 25 100 

Roundit 2000 ST 31-0 29 31 75 

 
 
 
Standard Colours    

        

Colour Black     

Ordering Code -0       

 
 
 
Federal Mogul, Tenneco, Bentley Harris 


